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Description

Attached is a patch to introduce `migrate_from_scarab.rake`. It provides migration tasks from Scarab. Since scarab is highly configurable you might want to have a look at your configuration first and testdrive before you do the production migration.

The attached patch is done against trunk. Tested also for redmine 0.7.4 and 0.8.1.

History

#1 - 2019-03-04 04:58 - Go MAEDA
- Status changed from New to Closed

It seems that Scarab is not alive in 2019. The last release was Scarab 1.0.22 Release Candidate 1 in April 2012. Probably there are not so many users of Scarab now. I am closing this issue.


Thank you for submitting the patch.

Files

- migrate_from_scarab_patch.diff 31.7 KB 2009-03-07 Fabian Buch